Identifying modifiable factors through environmental research may improve mental health outcomes. However, several challenges need to be addressed to optimize the chances of success. By analyzing the Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study-2 data, we provide a data-driven illustration of how closely connected the exposures and the mental health outcomes are and how model and variable specifications produce "vibration of effects" (variation of results under multiple different model specifications). Interdependence of exposures is the rule rather than the exception. Therefore, exposure-wide systematic approaches are needed to separate genuine strong signals from selective reporting and dissect sources of heterogeneity. Pre-registration of protocols and analytical plans is still uncommon in environmental research. Different studies often present very different models, including different variables, despite examining the same outcome, even if consistent sets of variables and definitions are available. For datasets that are already collected (and often already analyzed), the exploratory nature of the work should be disclosed. Exploratory analysis should be separated from prospective confirmatory research with truly pre-specified analysis plans. In the era of big-data, where very low P values for trivial effects are detected, several safeguards may be considered to improve inferences, eg, lowering P-value thresholds, prioritizing effect sizes over significance, analyzing pre-specified falsification endpoints, and embracing alternative approaches like false discovery rates and Bayesian methods. Any claims for causality should be cautious and preferably avoided, until intervention effects have been validated. We hope the propositions for amendments presented here may help with meeting these pressing challenges.
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Introduction
Observational epidemiological studies have identified various environmental exposures associated with psychosis spectrum disorder (PSD). We have recently discussed the challenges of environmental research in psychiatry and how the exposome framework, an agnostic exposure-wide analytic approach akin to genome-wide analysis, might help us with embracing the complexity of the environment. 1 In this article, we aim to extend this discussion. Specifically, we provide a data-driven illustration of the tangled environment in relation to mental health outcomes, address various challenges, and suggest some strategies that may reduce bias and increase reproducibility.
Analytical Challenges

Dense Correlation Patterns
Exposures come in bundles of closely connected, correlated items. 2 This creates a challenge to understand which of these multiple items are essential or most important for the association with mental health outcomes, such as PSD, and if particular combinations need to be present. Further, mental health outcomes exhibit a dynamic network structure, with an interplay between exposures and symptom domains. [3] [4] [5] Figure 1A , which shows the correlation globe for various demographic characteristics, exposures, and clinical outcomes derived from the baseline assessment of the Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study-2 (NEMESIS-2), 6,7 also confirms this. Given the complexity (often to the degree that it is even difficult to differentiate exposure from outcome) an assumption of independent and specific effects for exposures is not realistic.
Vibration of Effects
Different studies often present very different models, including different variables, even though they might be examining the same outcome. Differences in data availability and definitions in different datasets and studies are partly responsible for this lack of analytical standardization. However, there is little agreement between investigators about which variables (eg, confounds, moderators, and modifiers) should be included in a model, even if all variables and definitions were available. Besides limited agreement between different consortia, work packages or writing groups within the same consortium working on parallel research objectives may also use divergent analytical strategies that are not methodologically linked and eventually lead to heterogeneity and inability to combine the results in an over-arching model, as has been commendably described in the case of a cohort investigating the association between cortisol and mental disorders. 8 To provide an example of how model and variable selections may dramatically influence the results, we tested the "vibration of effects" (VoE) 9 -the degree of variation of results under multiple different model specifications-by assessing the variability of odds ratios (OR) and P-values under logistic regression models using different combinations of adjustments in the NEMESIS-2 dataset. To increase reliability and consistency, we analyzed data using Stata 14.2 10 in the "long format," corrected for clustering of multiple observations at 3 time points (T0 at baseline, n = 6646; T1 at year 3, n = 5303; T2 at year 6, n = 4618) within subjects. Conforming to previous analyses, 5 presence of any psychotic experience was our binary outcome, while independent variables included demographic features (age, sex, and educational level) and risk factors previously associated with PSD (ethnic minority status, cannabis use, tobacco use, urbanicity at childhood, childhood-trauma, hearing impairment, winter-birth, and family history of mental disorder). Only participants with no missing values on each of the variables (97% of the total) were included in the analysis. The ORs and −log10(P-value)s were derived from each of the 1024 potential models per exposure with different sets of adjusting variables. As previously proposed, 9 we present the relative OR (ROR = the ratio of the 99th and 1st percentiles) and relative P-value (RP = the difference between the 99th and 1st percentiles of −log10[Pvalue]). Figures 1B and 1C present the VoE for cannabis use (a widely evaluated, seemingly strongly associated factor) and hearing impairment (a less-studied factor). Cannabis use was associated with psychosis in all models, but the magnitude of the OR estimates was attenuated largely as a function of the number of adjusting variables (ROR = 2.23, RP = 26.15). For hearing impairment, all the OR estimates were above 1, but the level of statistical significance was heavily dependent on the model specification (ROR = 1.28, RP = 1.13), with only 152 models (15%) having P < .05. These findings demonstrate the importance of acknowledging the VoE stemming from model choice in environmental research. Moreover, additional VoE may stem from other analytical decisions, eg, how to handle missing data, whether to apply more or less stringent exclusion criteria, or how exposures and outcome should be operationalized.
Challenges in Measuring Exposure
Dynamics
The dynamic nature of environment makes measuring the exposures a tremendously challenging task, particularly when trying to account for the effects of the timing, duration, severity, and extent of repeated exposures over time.
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High-level vs Granular Exposures
A major dilemma is whether one should aim to identify associations at a macro-level or at increasing levels of fine granularity-the genetic equivalent: chromosome, chromosomal area, gene, gene region, genetic variant, or gene-environment interaction levels. Insight from genetics suggests that it rarely suffices to know the highlevel chromosome level defect (eg, trisomy 21), but most often one needs to proceed to more detailed granularity. Macro-level measurements may or may not capture the effect of specific more granular factors that they encompass. A similar situation may exist for environmental exposures. One needs to decide whether the problem is best studied at a macro-level (the equivalent level of a full chromosome), eg, "war" or "divorce" or "sexual abuse"; or a substantial gain in information would be obtained by dissecting granular components of the exposure. A related, but separate decision is whether interventions should aim at the high or more granular levels. High-level interventions may not be easy (eg, stopping or preventing war), while granular level interventions pose challenges to understand as they may become more personalized and circumstantial, as granularity increases.
Subjectivity and Bias in Measurements
Objective measurement may be largely unattainable for subjective experiences (eg, childhood adversities), where differences in the sociocultural background also influence appraising, reporting, and disclosing. Further, the retrospective collection of most exposures, as is most often the case, are subject to recall and response biases. Therefore, over-or under-estimation may be driven by several factors: misattribution of current mental condition to early life events 12 that might be motivated by reaching a closure; consequences of particular personality traits and dispositions 13 ; and underreporting of illegal activity or socially undesirable behavior.
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Promoting Better Research Practice
Exposure-Wide Assessments and Systematic Comparison Across Studies
The interdependence of exposures is the rule rather than the exception ( figure 1A) . Results for a specific exposure need to be seen systematically in the context of and compared to the results of all other exposures in the same dataset and other similar analyses in other datasets. Exposure-wide systematic approaches are needed to separate genuine strong signals and genuine strong heterogeneity from selective reporting.
For example, the association between urbanicity with psychosis outcomes may fluctuate over time and across populations. 15 Urbanicity may be associated with psychosis in high-income countries but not in developing countries. 16 This inconsistency may be explained primarily by the variation of other factors linked to urbanicity across different settings, such as ethnic density, substance use practices, patterns of pollution, and infectious agents, 17 which are elements of the wider totality of exposures, the "exposome." To validate both the association signal and the heterogeneity, the entirety of the available exposures ("exposome") need to be evaluated agnostically in each study/dataset, instead of taking the easy (profitable for "salami slicing" publications) way out of 1-exposure to 1-outcome at a time analysis using the same single dataset and selective reporting.
Eventually, the specificity of the reported associations should be interpreted in the light of the density, magnitude, and heterogeneity of correlations in the dataset and across the field.
Pre-registration and Transparency
Pre-registration of protocols and analytical plans is still uncommon in environmental research. Even in otherwise very carefully designed collaborative cohorts, a common practice is to share the data with each group of investigators focusing on a particular exposure/outcome to test a series of hypotheses and report one finding at a time in isolation. As there is neither a registered protocol nor a record of conducted analyses, it is often impossible to track down how many different ways or times the dataset was analyzed. In the absence of transparency and protocol registration, there is minimal control over entertaining the option to analyze (data dredging) and publish (selective reporting) based on personal agendas. Therefore, if the potential for VoE is large (a common situation) measures of effect risk being merely measures of expert opinion. In the extreme, the literature may be a vote count of investigators/reviewers/editors/grant committees, who are often the same people in different roles each time.
An essential question to raise is whether one can genuinely pre-register analysis plans for datasets that are already collected. In this common scenario, the presence of a prespecified analytical approach is doubtful unless there is proof by a time-stamped protocol that it preceded data collection. Therefore, it is vital to separate exploratory analysis from prospective confirmatory research and communicate findings with appropriate caution. In an explorative analysis, there is nothing wrong with following an intuitive approach and analyzing data from multiple perspectives that have not been fully anticipated upfront. Simply, this flexibility should be disclosed and findings should then be validated in other studies using a pre-specified plan.
The Importance of Power and Effect Size
As effect sizes become smaller with the perusal of more subtle associations, underpowered research not only increases the risk for yielding false-negative findings but also-even more so-false-positives and exaggerated effects because of various biases including, but not limited to, flexibility in analytical strategy, selective reporting, publication bias, and the winner's curse. 19 However, the new wave of big data and overpowered studies (eg, nation-or worldwide samples) give rise to an important, yet less familiar, complication: reaching a nominal statistical significance (often way beyond the traditional threshold of 0.05) for trivial effects that are possibly erroneous and almost certainly useless, even if they were causal (something that is almost always unknown). Several safeguards may help with ameliorating these understated yet highly counter-productive effects of overpowered analyses: (1) lowering the threshold of statistical significance, 20 (2) prioritizing effect size over significance, (3) exploring pre-specified falsification endpoints, where completely unrelated and improbable hypotheses that are forecasted to generate null effects are tested first to calibrate statistics that may represent just null findings, 21 (4) embracing alternative approaches over classical null hypothesis testing, such as false discovery rates and Bayesian methods. 11 The first solution is a simple yet temporary fix owing to exponentially growing data volumes and our verified dexterity in chasing significance. 22 The second solution is as easy to implement as the first one and may help differentiate potentially meaningful effects from trivial ones. It should be acknowledged that with very large sample sizes, almost everything will seem nominally significantly correlated with everything. The third solution requires pre-registration of falsification points. The fourth solution requires a reconstruction of our way of thinking and therefore more time and long-term recasting of training curricula.
Refraining From Hasty Causality Claims
Observational studies offer hints but may not necessarily prove causality. Multiple criteria have been proposed for assessing causality, the most famous being the ones proposed by Bradford Hill, 23 but they need to be reevaluated in the current era of big data and new challenges. 24 Experimental studies with randomization will be needed, whenever feasible, to pursue the most promising observational leads and translate them into equivalents of helpful interventions.
Conclusion
Identifying modifiable factors is the key to improve outcomes in mental health, and environmental research helps us in reaching this goal. However, we need to overcome several challenges. Some of these challenges are inherent and more difficult to resolve, but many are related to research practices and should be addressed to optimize our chances of success.
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